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Abstract: The purpose of this paper is to
discuss the innovative application and
practical exploration of traditional shadow
art under the perspective of digitalization.
With the continuous progress of science and
technology and the arrival of the digital era,
traditional culture and art are facing new
challenges and opportunities. As one of
China's intangible cultural heritages, how to
revitalize shadow art in the wave of
digitization has become an urgent problem to
be solved at present. This paper start from
the current situation of the application of
digital technology in shadow art, analyze the
impact of digital technology on shadow art,
explore the innovation path of traditional
shadow art under the perspective of
digitization, and combine with practical cases
to analyze the impact and promotion of
digitization on traditional shadow art, aiming
at providing references and lessons for the
digital transformation of traditional culture
and art.
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1. Introduction
As an important part of Chinese traditional
culture, shadow art, with its unique performance
form and rich cultural connotation, is loved by
the general public. However, under the impact of
the wave of digitization, traditional shadow art is
facing problems such as difficulties in
inheritance and decreasing audience. As an
emerging means of cultural communication,
digital technology provides infinite possibilities
for the innovative development of shadow art.
This paper firstly introduces the survival status
and challenges of traditional shadow art, then
analyzes in detail the application of digital
technology in this traditional art form, through
practical cases we show how digital technology
enriches and expands the traditional shadow art,

and looks forward to the future development
trend, with a view to providing useful
thinking and reference for the promotion of
the inheritance and development of shadow
art.[1]

2. The Status and Challenges of
Traditional Shadow Art
Traditional shadow art was once loved by
the people for its unique performance form
and exquisite carving skills. However, under
the impact of modern technology, the
survival environment of shadow art has
gradually deteriorated. In contemporary
society, the survival of traditional shadow art
presents a complex and diversified situation.
On the one hand, the audience in
contemporary society is gradually shrinking.
As modern young people's knowledge of and
interest in traditional culture is generally low.
At the same time, there is an extreme lack of
shadow puppets performing artists, and most
of the shadow puppets performing artists
who have mastered the performance skills
are old, so the inheritance and development
of shadow puppets are facing the risk of a
talent gap.[2] At present, most of the shadow
puppets artists who master performance
skills are old, and the inheritance and
development of shadow art faces the risk of
talent breakdown. With the acceleration of
urbanization, many performance venues for
traditional shadow art have gradually
disappeared, making the performance space
for shadow art even more limited.
On the other hand, shadow art is also trying
to adapt to the changes in contemporary
society and seek new space for survival and
development. Some cultural and creative
product designs of shadow art integrate
shadow art with modern elements to create
more contemporary and attractive works. In
addition, some cultural institutions and
government departments are also actively
promoting the inheritance and development
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of shadow art, and raising public awareness of
and interest in shadow art by organizing
exhibitions, performances and other activities.

3. Current Status of the Application of Digital
Technology in the Field of Traditional
Culture
The combination of traditional culture and art
with digital technology has become a trend, and
digital technology has injected new vigor and
vitality into traditional culture and art. Digital
culture and creative industry is a new economic
form resulting from the gradual integration of
modern information technology and culture and
creative industry. Unlike traditional culture and
creative industry which takes entity as the carrier
for artistic creation, digital culture and creative
industry takes CG and other modern digital
technology as the main technical tools,
emphasizes on relying on the team or individual
to carry out the development of digital content,
visual design, planning and creative services
through the way of technology, creativity and
industrialization. etc. [3] Digital Culture and
Creativity is different from art creation in the
carrier of CG and other modern digital
technologies.
First of all, the Internet provides a brand-new
communication channel for traditional culture
and art. Traditional culture and art can be
transformed into digital products by establishing
websites and carrying out online live broadcasts,
so as to realize cross-regional and cross-time
dissemination.
Secondly, virtual reality (VR) and augmented
reality (AR) technologies have injected a new
way of experiencing traditional culture and arts.
Through VR glasses or AR applications,
audiences can immerse themselves in the charm
of shadow puppetry and interact with virtual
characters, thus enhancing the viewing
experience of traditional culture and arts.
In addition, digitization technology can provide
data support and a management platform for
traditional culture and art. Digitizing and storing
information and archives on traditional culture
and art through digital means can help protect
and pass on traditional culture and art.

4. Impact of Digital Technology on Shadow
Art
Digital technology has brought unprecedented
opportunities for shadow art and injected new
vitality into this traditional art form.

First of all, digital technology provides new
possibilities for the inheritance of shadow art.
Through digital means, the shadow art
performance process, technical details can be
recorded and preserved, digital protection of
shadow art, you can establish a special
database for its shadow a scientific and
systematic organization, through the digital
works for access, but also for animation and
film and television games and other fields to
provide effective reference! [4] The digitized
works can also provide effective references
for animation production and film games,
making these valuable cultural heritages to
be inherited permanently. At the same time,
digital technology can also be used to
produce digital replicas of shadow art, so
that more people can come into contact with
and understand this traditional art form.
Secondly, digital technology provides a
broad space for the innovation of shadow art.
By combining with modern technology,
more creative and imaginative shadow art
works can be created. For example, virtual
reality technology can be used to let the
audience feel the charm of shadow art in an
immersive environment; it is also possible to
integrate shadow art with other art forms to
create a new form of artistic expression.[5]
The art of shadow art can also be fused with
other art forms to create a new form of
artistic expression.
In addition, digital technology has facilitated
the promotion and dissemination of shadow
art. Through channels such as the online
platform and social media, the performances,
exhibitions and other activities of shadow art
can be widely publicized and promoted,
attracting more people's attention and
participation. This not only helps to enhance
the popularity and influence of shadow art,
but also lays a solid foundation for the
inheritance and development of shadow art.
At the same time, digital technology can also
realize the remote teaching and interactive
experience of shadow art, which further
enriches the dissemination mode of shadow
art.[6] The digital technology also realizes
remote teaching and interactive experience,
further enriching the dissemination mode of
shadow art.
To sum up, digital technology brings many
opportunities for shadow art, which helps to
promote the inheritance, innovation and
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development of this traditional art form.
However, while using digital technology, it is
also necessary to pay attention to maintaining
the traditional essence and cultural connotation
of shadow art, so that it can shine more
brilliantly in contemporary society.

5. The Innovative Application Path of
Traditional Shadow Art under the
Perspective of Digitalization

5.1 Strengthening Digital Technology
Research, Development and Application
In view of the characteristics and needs of
shadow art, strengthen the research and
development and application of digital
technology, and promote the deep integration of
digital technology and shadow art. Open up the
online market. Using Internet platforms and
e-commerce channels, traditional shadow art
products are pushed to the online market,
opening up new business models, expanding
audience groups, and realizing the
commercialization and industrialization of
traditional culture and art. For example, the
development of digital performance systems and
interactive experience platforms applicable to
shadow art provides technical support for the
innovative development of shadow art.

5.2 Promote the Digital Protection and
Inheritance of Shadow Art
Digital technology is used to digitally protect
and pass on shadow art, establish a digital
resource base for shadow art, and digitally
convert and store traditional shadow works for
long-term preservation and inheritance. At the
same time, in-depth research and analysis of
shadow art is carried out through digital
technology to excavate its cultural connotation
and artistic value, so as to provide strong support
for the inheritance and development of shadow
art. Using digital technology, develop
educational games, cell phone applications and
other tools for shadow art to enhance the effect
of traditional culture and art inheritance and
education, and to cultivate more traditional
culture and art enthusiasts and heirs.

5.3 Expanding the Digital Application Field of
Shadow Art
Combine shadow art with other cultural
industries to expand its digital applications.
Innovative performance forms. Combined with

the characteristics of shadow culture, it can
stimulate young people's interactive interest
by adding animated videos and creative
games of shadow production process in the
design framework of interactive devices.[7]
For example, incorporating shadow art
elements into the design framework of the
interactive installation. For example, the
elements of shadow art can be integrated into
animation, games and other industries to
create cultural products with Chinese
characteristics and cultural connotations;
shadow art can be applied to tourism,
education and other fields to enhance the
cultural connotations of tourism and
educational effects.

6. Practical Exploration Case Studies

6.1 Shadow Digital Performance Practice
in Director Zhang Yimou's Boundless
Chang'an
Boundless Chang'an is China's first
large-scale resident conceptual performance
by Zhang Yimou Zhang Yimou is the chief
director. Based on the rich history and
culture of Chang'an, the whole show consists
of eight creative segments of different styles,
intentions and dimensions, including
"Harmony, Nei Shang, Shadow Man, Wan
Xiang, Chang'an, Reunion, Symbiosis, and
Legend", which draws on the excellent
traditional Chinese culture, picks up Shaanxi
cultural elements and symbols, and
integrates the most cutting-edge stage
science and technology to present a "square
stage with no boundaries in time and space, a
big curtain falling, and dreams coming true"
in the process of collision, exploration and
fusion, Exploration and integration of the
most cutting-edge stage technology means,
in the collision, exploration and integration
to present "square inch stage, time and space
without boundaries, the curtain rises and
falls, the dream is not far away," the mood
and thinking.[8] The program will be a
combination of cutting-edge stage
technology and symbols.
The "Shadow Man" chapter is about the
relationship between shadow puppetry and
shadow manipulation, and Shaanxi shadow
puppets are known for their "two-handed
dance of a million soldiers," which is
basically a one-person show. This is
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completely different from other regional shadow
theater performances, and it is also the most
difficult. The program is centered on the front of
the stage and the back of the curtain, with a
small piece of light leading to a large-scale
shadow play. An old shadow puppeteer leads a
group of young shadow manipulators; in the
midst of light and shadow, between the
resounding old voice telling, the charm of the
shadow is infinitely amplified, and between light
and shadow, the shadow manipulators and
shadow puppeteers form a unique and
interesting dialog relationship.
The "Shadow Man" program makes full use of
digital technology, combining the traditional
shadow puppetry performance form with
modern stage art. Through special effects and
stage changes, the program creates a world of
reality and illusion, making the audience feel as
if they were in an ancient myth and legend. This
digital presentation not only makes the shadow
art more vivid and realistic, but also makes it
more in line with the aesthetic needs of modern
audiences.
Secondly, digital technology also provides more
possibilities for the creation of the "Shadow
Man" program. Through digital means, artists
can carry out more detailed design and
production of shadow characters, making their
images more vivid and three-dimensional. At the
same time, digital technology can also help
artists better master the rhythm and techniques
of shadow play, making the performance more
fluent and natural.
In addition, the "Shadow Man" program also
reflects the value of digitalization of shadow art
in cultural inheritance and innovation. Through
digitization, traditional shadow art can be better
preserved and passed on, and at the same time
provide artists with more creative inspiration
and ideas. This innovative practice not only
helps to promote the modernization of shadow
art, but also provides more opportunities for its
global dissemination and promotion.

6.2 Digital Museum of Shadow
In November 2003, China Academy of Art
accepted the donation of more than 47,000
pieces of shadow and related cultural relics from
the famous collector Prof. Zhao Shutong, and
established the China Academy of Art Museum
of Shadow Art on this basis, which is the first
shadow art museum of considerable scale in
China. The "Shadow Digital Museum" is based

on the collection of shadows in the Museum
of Folk Art of the China Academy of Art,
and shows the shadow as a tangible cultural
heritage and shadow play as an intangible
cultural heritage in the forms of graphic,
audio-visual and animation; makes full use
of modern information technology to
digitally collect, manage and realize the
permanent preservation of relevant materials
in the field of shadow. permanent
preservation. It strives to organically
combine academic and popular science,
knowledge and fun, so as to establish a
thematic popular science website with
complete content, detailed information,
friendly interface and convenient search, and
to make it have good expandability, and
gradually develop it into a resourceful
website with rich content through subsequent
construction. It is intended to open up a
broad path for the regeneration and
development of traditional opera, and to
explore the vitality of traditional culture and
its development and influence on the current
culture as a whole through the re-cognition
of folk traditions, thus enriching the folk
traditional culture of national history and
local sentiment, and enhancing the public's
sense of identity and pride in China's
national folk arts.

6.3 Shadow Puppetry Immersive Light
Show
A Dream of Huaxu| Chinese Shadow
Immersive Light and Shadow Exhibition" is
an innovative exhibition that combines
traditional shadow art with modern light and
shadow technology. The name of the
exhibition, "A Dream of Huaxu", is inspired
by a legend from the Spring and Autumn and
Warring States Periods, which tells the story
of the Yellow Emperor's dream of visiting
the country of Huaxu, symbolizing his
admiration and fondness for the profound
heritage of Chinese civilization.
The centerpiece of the exhibition is Chinese
shadow puppetry, an art form that has been
inscribed on UNESCO's list of intangible
cultural heritage of humanity. In order to
fully demonstrate the charm of shadow art,
the exhibition team conducted in-depth
research on the collections of the China Folk
Shadow Art Museum and digitized more
than 10,000 shadow artifacts using
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ultra-high-definition digital capture technology.
The images of these shadow artifacts span a long
period of time, cover a wide range of regions,
and have a rich variety of styles, providing rich
materials for the exhibition.
In terms of the exhibition format, the team
adopted an immersive light and shadow display.
Through the stunning panoramic wrap-around
screen, viewers seem to be able to step into an
immersive world of light and shadow composed
of shadow elements. In this world, the audience
can enjoy the delicate painting style and vivid
characters, and feel the prosperous scenery and
humanistic atmosphere depicted in the shadow
play.
It is worth mentioning that the exhibition also
invited Ma's shadow theater troupe to perform
traditional shadow plays. Through blue-screen
animation capturing technology, the team
originally integrated the performance
characteristics of traditional shadow puppetry
into the contemporary digitalized immersive
light and shadow stage, enabling the audience to
enjoy the modern art of light and shadow and at
the same time feel the unique charm of
traditional shadow puppetry.
Overall, "A Dream of Huaxu |Chinese Shadow
Immersive Light and Shadow Exhibition" is a
successful and innovative practice, which
successfully combines the traditional shadow art
with modern light and shadow technology, and
brings a brand new visual and sensory
experience to the audience. This exhibition not
only demonstrates the charm of traditional
Chinese culture, but also promotes the
inheritance and development of traditional
culture in modern society [9] .

6.4 Mobile Apps for Shadow Art
The traditional shadow art of Jiangsu Province,
for example, has achieved some success through
the application of digital technology. The
Jiangsu Provincial Department of Culture and
Tourism, in cooperation with an Internet
company, has jointly developed the "Digital
Shadow" cell phone application, through which
users can watch traditional shadow
performances, make DIY shadows and share
them with other users. [10] The application
realizes the online dissemination and interactive
experience of traditional shadow art through
digital technology, and has been welcomed and
praised by the majority of users.

7. Conclusion and Outlook
The innovative application and practical
exploration of traditional shadow art under
the perspective of digitalization is an
important content of the digital
transformation of traditional culture and art.
Through in-depth research and practical
exploration, this paper details the innovative
application of digital technology in
traditional shadow art and the profound
impact it brings. The following is a summary
of the main conclusions of this paper's
research.
First of all, the introduction of digital
technology has injected new vitality into the
traditional shadow art. Through the use of
digital interactive technology, the audience
is able to participate in the performance of
shadow play, which enhances the sense of
immersion and experience of the audience.
This innovative application not only
enhances the ornamental value of shadow
puppetry, but also broadens its dissemination
channels so that more young people can
understand and love this traditional art form.
Secondly, in the creation process of shadow
play, digital technology can help artists
break through the limitations of traditional
production methods and realize more
complex scene design and characterization.
At the same time, the adaptation and
re-creation of shadow play through digital
technology can make it more in line with
modern aesthetic needs and attract more
attention from young audiences. In addition,
digital technology provides new possibilities
for the inheritance and development of
shadow theater. Through digital preservation
and dissemination, the artistic essence of
shadow play can be retained for a long time,
and can be inherited and promoted in a wider
range.
In summary, the innovative application and
practical exploration of digital technology in
traditional shadow art is a work of great
significance. Through the use of digital
technology, we can better inherit and
develop this traditional art form, so that in
the digital era, the traditional shadow art can
realize the integration of traditional and
modern development, expand the audience,
and enhance the dissemination and influence
of traditional culture and art with the help of
digital technology. In the future, with the
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continuous development and application of
digital technology, traditional shadow art will
usher in a broader space for development and
make new contributions to the inheritance and
innovation of traditional culture and art.
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